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1970-71 (24-9, 11-3)   Scoring Rebounding 
Dec. 1 94 Portland State 93 A Schooler 23 Hanson 17 
Dec. 5 69 Pacific Lutheran 62 A Chatman 17 Hanson 12 
Dec. 11 72 Simon Fraser 73 Tac Hanson, Schooler 15 Hanson 12 
Dec. 12 66 San Francisco State 61 Tac Chatman 22 Harris, Bender, Schooler 9 
Dec. 14 82 St. Martin's 75 A Chatman 21 Bender 14 
Dec. 21 98 Pacific Lutheran 93 Yak Chatman 33 Harris 9 
Jan. 1 69 Claremont-Mudd 68 Pas Harrell 16 Adams 9 
Jan. 2 93 Pasadena 77 A Hanson 20 Schooler 12 
Jan. 4 68 Eastern Michigan 102 Pas Chatman 17 Schooler 7 
Jan. 8 74 Simon Fraser 49 H Harrell 16 Harris, Harrell 8 
Jan. 9 72 Simon Fraser (ot) 68 H Adams 17 Adams 9 
Jan. 15 92 Oregon Tech* 59 H Harrell 17 Hanson, Harrell 9 
Jan. 16 109 Southern Oregon* 50 H Schooler, Hanson 17 Hanson 8 
Jan. 18 91 Portland State 99 H Harrell 23 Hanson 10 
Jan. 19 85 Western Oregon* 72 A Harris, Harrell 17 Harrell, Hanson, Adams 8 
Jan. 22 78 Western Washington* 69 A Hanson 20 Hanson 12 
Jan. 25 69 Gonzaga 74 A Chatman 17 Adams 9 
Jan. 26 55 Whitworth* 61 A Schooler 11 Hanson 10 
Jan. 29 59 Eastern Washington* 61 A Chatman 15 Adams 7 
Feb. 1 63 Eastern Oregon* 65 A Chatman 15 Adams 14 
Feb. 5 88 Eastern Washington* 68 H Schooler 17 Adams, Harris 9 
Feb. 6 75 Whitworth* 62 H Hanson 23 Adams, Hanson 9 
Feb. 9 78 St. Martin's 67 H Hanson 19 Adams 12 
Feb. 12 100 Oregon Tech* 56 A Harris 20 Adams 14 
Feb. 13 93 Southern Oregon* 61 A Hanson 20 Hanson 13 
Feb. 19 67 Western Washington* 65 H Hanson 25 Adams 16 
Feb. 20 89 Eastern Oregon* 53 H Hanson 17 Adams 10 
Feb. 23 60 Western Oregon* 39 H Hanson, Chatman, Harrell 9 Hanson 10 
Mar. 1 61 Pacific Lutheran** 70 A Chatman, Harris, Adams 11 Adams 8 
Mar. 2 81 Pacific Lutheran** 71 H Hanson 19 Hanson 12 
Mar. 3 62 Pacific Lutheran** 59 H Harrell 14 Adams 13 
Mar. 9 98 Nebraska-Doane+ 73 KC Hanson 20 Hanson 13 





 1971-72 (17-9, 9-3)   Scoring Rebounding 
Dec. 2 105 Carroll 84 H Chatman 30 Schooler, Weber 10 
Dec. 4 83 St. Martin's 72 H Chatman 23 Hanson 15 
Dec. 13 90 Gonzaga 100 Y Chatman 29 Hanson 8 
Dec. 17 67 Pacific Lutheran 73 A Chatman 22 Hanson 11 
Dec. 28 66 Nebraska-Omaha 62 C Schooler 17 Hanson, Weber 11 
Dec. 29 75 San Fernando 66 C Chatman 26 Hanson 9 
Dec. 30 53 Whittier 65 C Hanson 18 Eldred 12 
Jan. 7 85 Western Oregon* 65 A Chatman 25 Weber 8 
Jan. 8 83 Portland State 99 A Chatman 24 Hanson 8 
Jan. 14 73 Western Washington* 87 A Chatman 24 Hanson 9 
Jan. 15 66 Seattle Pacific 74 A Chatman 25 Schooler 11 
Jan. 18 72 Pacific Lutheran 62 H Schooler 22 Schooler 11 
Jan. 21 100 Eastern Oregon* 63 H Chatman 25 Weber 13 
Jan. 22 91 Eastern Washington* 77 H Hanson 23 Hanson 11 
Jan. 28 90 Southern Oregon* 67 A Chatman 23 Hanson 12 
Jan. 29 82 Oregon Tech* 81 A Hanson 31 Hanson 10 
Feb. 4 71 Western Washington* 76 H Hanson 33 Weber 8 
Feb. 5 96 St. Martin's 88 A Schooler 27 Weber 15 
Feb. 8 75 Seattle Pacific 73 H Chatman 22 Schooler 12 
Feb. 11 78 Eastern Oregon* 69 A Hanson 31 Hanson, Weber 9 
Feb. 12 70 Eastern Washington* 82 A Schooler 20 Hanson 12 
Feb. 18 105 Southern Oregon* 83 H Hanson 23 Hanson 12 
Feb. 19 89 Oregon Tech* 83 H Hanson 21 Eldred 14 
Feb. 22 101 Western Oregon* 61 H Chatman 18 Hanson, Eldred 8 
Feb. 26 68 Simon Fraser 81 A Hanson 20 Hanson 13 
Feb. 28 87 Portland State 85 H Chatman 29 Hanson 11 
 
1972-73 (20-9, 11-1)   Scoring Rebounding 
Dec. 1 78 Pacific Lutheran 63 H Hanson 26 Weber 13  
Dec. 9 62 St. Martin's 77 A Hanson 27 Hanson 8 
Dec. 14 55 Gonzaga 76 A Hanson 16 Hanson 6 
Dec. 27 63 Lewis & Clark 52 C Hanson 28 Hanson, Weber 7 
Dec. 28 59 Alaska-Fairbanks 48 C Weber 18 Weber 13 
Dec. 29 59 Marymount 81 C Larson 12 Weber 12 
Jan. 5 86 Portland State 79 H Weber 18 Weber 8 
Jan. 6 64 Western Oregon* 46 H Hanson 13 Weber 8 
Jan. 12 53 Western Washington* 43 H Hanson 19 Weber 8 
Jan. 13 65 Simon Fraser 55 H Hanson 16 McDow 10 
Jan. 19 62 Eastern Oregon* 51 A Hanson 20  Weber 9 
Jan. 20 46 Eastern Washington* 56 A Hanson 18 Weber 8 
Jan. 24 57 Seattle Pacific 53 H Hanson 20 McDow 8 
Jan. 26 79 Southern Oregon* 69 H Hanson 21 McDow 9 
Jan. 27 77 Oregon Tech* 51 H Hanson 22 Larson, Eldred 6 
Feb. 2 53 Western Washington* 45 A Hanson 24 Janson 10 
Feb. 3 37 Simon Fraser 38 A Hanson 14 Hanson 11 
Feb. 6 57 St. Martin's 47 H Hanson 23 Janson 11 
Feb. 9 61 Eastern Oregon* 47 H Hanson 14 Eldred, McDow 6 
Feb. 10 68 Eastern Washington* 60 H Hanson 22 Hanson 9 
Feb. 13 74 Pacific Lutheran 58 A Hanson 21 Weber 10 
Feb. 16 66 Southern Oregon* 53 A Weber 20 Hanson 12 
Feb. 17 89 Oregon Tech* 64 A Hanson 37 Hanson 15 
Feb. 20 52 Seattle Pacific 73 A Hanson 16 Weber 9 
Feb. 24 70 Western Oregon* 64 A Hanson 24 Hanson 8 
Feb. 26 52 Portland State 71 A Weber 17 Weber 12 
Mar. 1 65 Alaska-Fairbanks** 67 A Hanson 26 Hanson 10 
Mar. 3 73 Alaska-Fairbanks** 59 H Hanson 29 Weber 11 
Mar. 4 60 Alaska-Fairbanks** 65 H Hanson 28 Hanson 15 
 
1973-74 (17-10, 8-4)   Scoring Rebounding 
Nov. 30 109 St. Martin's 95 H Delmore 19 McDow 13 
Dec. 8 77 Whitman 70 A Wyatt 21 Wyatt 11 
Dec. 27 56 Macalaster 57 C Delmore 16 Wyatt 13 
Dec. 28 67 Alaska-Fairbanks 74 C Sandberg, Delmore 14 Lewis, Wyatt 7 
Dec. 29 80 Laverne 76 C Delmore 17 McDow 9 
Jan. 5 88 Western Oregon* 80 A Page 25 McDow 9 
Jan. 11 50 Simon Fraser 75 A Wyatt 14 McDow 6 
Jan. 12 53 Western Washington* 61 A Wyatt 20 Wyatt 6 
Jan. 18 80 Western Washington* 76 H Delmore 21 McDow, Eldred 8 
Jan. 19 93 Eastern Oregon* 71 H Page 17 McDow 11 
Jan. 22 57 Seattle Pacific 58 A Page 19 Wyatt 6  
Jan. 25 60 Oregon Tech* 68 A Sandberg 22 McDow 7 
Jan. 26 70 Southern Oregon* 81 A Mann, Sandberg 12 Delmore, Boyce 6 
Jan. 29 91 Whitman 80 H Delmore 29 Eldred 10 
Feb. 2 82 Western Washington* 66 H Wyatt 17 Boyce 10 
Feb. 4 93 Simon Fraser 70 H Page 16 McDow 8 
Feb. 8 67 Eastern Washington* 89 A Eldred 21 Wyatt 12 
Feb. 9 85 Eastern Oregon* 82 A Sandberg 32 McDow 9 
Feb. 15 67 Oregon Tech* 65 H Wyatt 21 Wyatt 16 
Feb. 16 90 Southern Oregon* 77 H Sandberg 26 Wyatt 11 
Feb. 20 102 St. Martin's 95 A Wyatt, Sandberg 18 Wyatt 13 
Feb. 22 66 Western Oregon* 63 H Sandberg 15 Page 7 
Feb. 26 103 Seattle Pacific 78 H Wyatt 24 Wyatt 8 
Mar. 2 108 St. Martin's** 85 H Delmore 24 Delmore 10 
Mar. 4 71 St. Martin's** 86 A Page, Mann 14 Wyatt 13 
Mar. 5 75 St. Martin's** 60 A Delmore 16 Eldred 15 
Mar. 11 55 Alcorn A&M+ 93 K Eldred, Mann 10 Wyatt 11 
 
1974-75 (22-6, 10-2)   Scoring Rebounding 
Nov. 29 72 St. Martin's 68 A Page 14 McDow 14 
Nov. 30 92 Pacific Lutheran 64 H Delmore 23 McDow 14 
Dec. 3 82 Whitworth 60 H Delmore 19 Wyatt 9 
Dec. 7 80 Simon Fraser 64 H Delmore 22 Angel 13 
Dec. 10 90 Whitman 64 H Angel, Wyatt 19 Angel 10 
Dec. 17 84 Alaska-Fairbanks 94 A Angel 19 Angel, Johansen 9 
Dec. 18 69 Alaska-Fairbanks 71 A Page 25 Wyatt 11 
Dec. 27 86 Whitman 66 T Delmore 23 Page 8 
Dec. 28 83 Pacific Lutheran 62 A Delmore 26 McDow 16 
Jan. 10 76 Southern Oregon* 56 H Wyatt 15 Johansen 11 
Jan. 11 80 Oregon Tech* 74 H Delmore 20 Wyatt 14 
Jan. 13 100 St. Martin's 73 H McDow 20 McDow, Wyatt, Johansen 7 
Jan. 17 74 Western Washington* 56 A Page 16 Wyatt, McDow 8 
Jan. 18 69 Western Oregon* 55 A Wyatt 19 Angel 7 
Jan. 24 91 Eastern Oregon* 59 H Angel 16 Johansen 12 
Jan. 25 72 Eastern Washington* 69 A Wyatt 24 Wyatt, Johansen 7 
Jan. 30 68 Seattle Pacific (ot) 63 H Kalinowski 20 McDow 7 
Feb. 3 54 Western Oregon* 52 H Page 16 Wyatt, Angel, Johansen 5  
Feb. 7 91 Southern Oregon* 68 A Delmore, Wilson 15 Johansen 11 
Feb. 8 59 Oregon Tech* 76 A Johansen 12 Johansen 7 
Feb. 15 89 Western Washington* 76 H Wyatt 26 Wyatt 14 
Feb. 17 83 Simon Fraser 67 A Delmore 21 Angel 10 
Feb. 18 66 Seattle Pacific 72 A Delmore, Johansen 16 Johansen 7 
Feb. 22 67 Eastern Washington* 70 H Page 18                       Page 12 
Feb. 24 114 Eastern Oregon* 79 A Delmore 21 Wyatt, Johansen 12 
Mar. 1 75 Alaska-Fairbanks** 73 A Wyatt 16 Wyatt 9 
Mar. 4 86 Alaska-Fairbanks** 71 H Wyatt 21 Wyatt 8 
Mar. 11 76 E. Central Oklahoma+ 65 K Wyatt 20 Wyatt 10 
Mar. 12 56 Winston-Salem, NC+ 57 K Wyatt 17 Wyatt 12 
 
1975-76 (23-7, 9-3)   Scoring Rebounding 
Dec. 6 105 St. Martin's 72 H Oliver 17                                      Wyatt, Oliver 11 
Dec. 12 85 Pacific Lutheran 64 A Oliver 21 Oliver 7 
Dec. 13 67 Puget Sound 72 A Oliver 17 Angel 8 
Dec. 16 51 Whitworth 50 A      Morris 11 Oliver 8 
Dec. 19 87 St. Martin's 70 T Wyatt, Oliver 18 Oliver 15 
Dec. 20 56 Pacific Lutheran 55 A McDaniel 12 Angel 7 
Dec. 29 55 Whitworth 45 6 Oliver 11 Oliver 12 
Dec. 30 72 Eastern Washington 67 A McDaniel 14 Angel 11 
Jan. 10 73 Eastern Oregon* 64 A Gooden 16 Gooden 11 
Jan. 16 77 Western Oregon* 76 A Gooden 20 Angel 11 
Jan. 17 72 Western Washington* 51 A Oliver 19 Wyatt 11 
Jan. 20 74 Puget Sound 62 H Oliver 21 McDaniel 8 
Jan. 23 59 Oregon Tech* 66 H Oliver 16 Wyatt 10 
Jan. 24 81 Southern Oregon* 67 H Oliver 19 Wyatt 9 
Jan. 28 71 Seattle Pacific 75 A Oliver 16 Gooden 10 
Jan. 31 67 Eastern Washington* 84 H Oliver 21 Wyatt 9 
Feb. 4 80 St. Martin's 75 A    McDaniel, Williamson, Oliver,  Wyatt 12 
        Wyatt 14 
Feb. 6 36 Simon Fraser 32 H Oliver 9 Wyatt, Sheriff 4 
Feb. 7 104 Eastern Oregon* 86 H Oliver 21 Oliver 16 
Feb. 9 72 Eastern Washington (3ot)* 74 A Oliver 17 Angel 19 
Feb. 13 100 Western Oregon* 72 H Wyatt 25 Angel 11 
Feb. 14 94 Western Washington* 81 H Angel 20 Angel 12 
Feb. 20 83 Oregon Tech* 69 A Angel 20 Angel 13 
Feb. 21 82 Southern Oregon* 67 A Oliver 26 Oliver 14 
Feb. 25 84 Seattle Pacific 71 H Oliver 22 Gooden 10 
Feb. 28 74 Eastern Washington** 82 H Oliver 15 Oliver 18 
Mar. 1 74 Eastern Washington** 66 A Angel 23 Angel 14 
Mar. 2 52 Eastern Washington** 49 A Angel 15 Oliver 14 
Mar. 9 75 Briar Cliff+ 72 K Wyatt, Angel 18 Oliver 12 
Mar. 10 72 Marymount 83 K Oliver 22 Oliver 15 
 
1976-77 (24-8, 11-1)   Scoring Rebounding 
Dec. 3 65 Whitworth 61 H Oliver 26 Oliver 13 
Dec. 4 74 Pacific Lutheran 60 H Roberts 19 Wyatt 9 
Dec. 8 64 Puget Sound 71 H Oliver 16 Oliver 8 
Dec. 11 67 St. Martin's 71 A Roberts 18 Oliver 12 
Dec. 13 91 Simon Fraser 71 A Johansen 18 Oliver 9 
Dec. 17 73 Pacific Lutheran 64 A Robertsw 17 Oliver 12 
Dec. 18 59 Puget Sound 63 T Johansen 15 Oliver 6 
Dec. 20 51 Grambling 62 O Roberts 15 Oliver 7 
Dec. 21 81 Cal State - LA (f) 92 O Oliver 34 Oliver 13 
Jan. 7 68 Western  Washington* 65 H Oliver 22 Oliver 9 
Jan. 8 94 Western Oregon* 62 H Oliver 27 Sheriff 10 
Jan. 11 90 St. Martin's 71 H Oliver 26 Oliver 11 
Jan. 14 77 Southern Oregon* 60 A Olzendam 17 Wyatt 9 
Jan. 15 68 Oregon Tech* 57 A Oliver 18  Wyatt 9 
Jan. 19 73 Seattle Pacific 70 H Wyatt 13 Oliver, Johansen 8 
Jan. 21 50 Eastern Oregon* 48 A Oliver 16 Wyatt 8 
Jan. 24 68 Eastern Washington* 66 H Johansen 18 Johansen, Oliver 7 
Jan. 29 57 Eastern Washington* 79 A Wyatt 14 Roberts 12 
Jan. 31 77 Alaska-Fairbanks 63 H Wyatt 24 Roberts 12 
Feb. 4 83 Western Washington* 72 A Oliver 29 Oliver 10 
Feb. 5 78 Western Oregon* 65 A Roberts 17 Oliver 10 
Feb. 11 96 Southern Oregon* 69 H Wyatt 21   Johansen 16 
Feb. 12 83 Oregon Tech* 71 H Oliver 20 Oliver 9 
Feb. 16 57 Puget Sound 63 A Oliver 12 Oliver, Johansen 7  
Feb. 21 52 Eastern Oregon* 47 H Johansen 12 Wyatt 9 
Feb. 23 69 Seattle Pacific 75 A Oliver, Roberts 15 Roberts 10 
Feb. 25 111 Western Washington** 56 H Hodges 17 Roberts 8 
Feb. 26 82 St. Martin's** 76 H Oliver 22 Johansen 6 
Feb. 28 66 Eastern Washington** 59 H Oliver 18 Wyatt, Sheriff 6 
Mar. 8 72 Keene State, NH+ 56 K Oliver 16 Oliver 9 
Mar. 9 58 Newberry, SC+ 57 K Roberts 19 Roberts 12 
Mar. 10 71 Grand Valley, MI+ 75 K Oliver 21 Wyatt 8 
 
1977-78 (21-8, 9-3)   Scoring Rebounding 
Dec. 3 80 Simon Fraser 64 H Thorson 20 Roberts 10 
Dec. 6 72 Whitworth 66 A Roberts 18 Sheriff 8 
Dec. 9 90 Pacific Lutheran 70 A Roberts 25 Roberts 12 
Dec. 14 61 Seattle 73 A Whitfield 21 Roberts 11 
Dec. 16 63 Lewis-Clark State 86 A Whitfield 17 Thorson 8 
Dec. 30 55 Puget Sound 76 A Whitfield 19 Whitfield, Powers 6 
Jan. 7 64 Western Washington* 67 A Roberts 26 Whitfield 8 
Jan. 10 82 Lewis-Clark State 70 H Whitfield 24 Sheriff 11 
Jan. 11 91 Seattle Pacific 79 A Whitfield 24 Sheriff 8 
Jan. 13 86 Western Oregon* 70 H Whitfield 28 Sheriff 8 
Jan. 16 62 Puget Sound 60 H Whitfield 18 Olsen 6 
Jan. 20 58 Eastern Washington* 66 A Whitfield 14 Three with five 
Jan. 21 115 Eastern Oregon* 52 A Whitfield 23 Olsen 9 
Jan. 24 94 St. Martin's 70 H Whitfield 26 Arlt 6 
Jan. 27 81 Oregon Tech* 64 H Whitfield 20 Sheriff 10 
Jan. 28 102 Southern Oregon* 73 H Whitfield 19 Three with four 
Feb. 4 78 Western Washington* 66 H Sheriff 23 Sheriff 11 
Feb. 6 59 St. Martin's 68 A Olsen 15 Olsen 13 
Feb. 10 67 Western Oregon* 63 A Whitfield 21 Arlt 9 
Feb. 13 91 Alaska-Fairbanks 61 H Whitfield 25 Olsen 9 
Feb. 17 68 Eastern Washington* 57 H Whitfield 18 Olsen 9 
Feb. 18 74 Eastern Oregon* 50 H Whitfield 16 Thorson 8 
Feb. 24 71 Oregon Tech* 70 A Whitfield 27 Olsen 7 
Feb. 25 75 Southern Oregon (ot)* 76 A Roberts 17 Olsen 15 
Feb. 28 75 Seattle Pacific 66 H Whitfield 19 Sheriff 12 
Mar. 2 85 Lewis-Clark State** 72 H Whitfield 21 Arlt 6 
Mar. 4 79 Western Washington** 69 H Arlt 28 Arlt 12 
Mar. 6 76 Eastern Washington** 59 H Whitfield 16 Thorson 10 
Mar. 14 65 St. John's, MN+ 83 K Whitfield 22 Arlt 6 
  
1978-79 (25-6)   Scoring Rebounding 
Nov. 28 93 Whitman 64 H Holmes, Johnson 13 Hollins, Johnson 9 
Dec. 2 130 Whitworth 71 H Holmes 33 Hollins 8 
Dec. 6 59 Pacific Lutheran 52 H Holmes25 Holmes, Johnson 8 
Dec. 8 59 Gonzaga 76 A Johnson 16 Hollins 8 
Dec. 21 69 Western Oregon 38 O Holmes, Page 12 Orange 6 
Dec. 22 82 George Fox 59 A Holmes 26 Holmes 11  
Dec. 28 73 Westmont 64 C Holmes 19 Orange 10 
Dec. 29 66 Alaska-Fairbanks 58 C Holmes 20 Holmes 10 
Dec. 30 79 Chico State 67 A Holmes 36 Holmes 13 
Jan. 6 107 Lewis-Clark State 68 H Holmes 19 Holmes 10 
Jan. 10 71 Puget Sound 75 H Johnson 18 Holmes 6 
Jan. 13 85 Western Washington 62 H Holmes 21 Holmes 9 
Jan. 17 53 Pacific Lutheran 47 A Three with 10 Holmes 6 
Jan. 20 74 Eastern Washington 72 H Holmes 19 Holmes 15 
Jan. 24 61 Seattle Pacific 58 H Holmes, Miller 12 Johnson 13 
Jan. 27 69 St. Martin's 68 A Holmes, Miller 16 Holmes 11 
Jan. 31 68 Puget Sound 57 A Johnson 19 Johnson, Orange 10 
Feb. 1 63 Alaska-Anchorage 75 A Thorson 15 Holmes 9 
Feb. 2 87 Alaska-Fairbanks 81 A Holmes 24 Holmes, Orange 7 
Feb. 3 71 Alaska-Fairbanks 87 A Holmes 15 Holmes 14 
Feb. 7 92 St. Martin's 67 H Holmes, Page 14 Orange 8 
Feb. 9 57 Simon Fraser 56 A Holmes 12 Johnson 15 
Feb. 10 83 Western Washington 66 A Orange 23 Johnson 12 
Feb. 16 74 Lewis-Clark State 73 A Holmes 22 Holmes 12 
Feb. 17 57 Eastern Washington 66 A Johnson 15 Holmes 7 
Feb. 24 65 Seattle Pacific 50 A Miller 13 Holmes 9 
Mar. 1 139 Lewis-Clark State** 91 H Johnson 21 Holmes 15 
Mar. 3 89 Western Washington** 81 H Orange 28 Holmes, Orange 9 
Mar. 5 75 Pacific Lutheran** 53 H Page 16 Holmes 9 
Mar. 13 83 Dakota Wesleyan+ 62 K Thorson 18 Thorson 8 
Mar. 14 66 Midwestern State+ 73 K Orange 15 Holmes, Orange 9 
 
1979-80 (27-6, 6-2)   Scoring Rebounding 
Nov. 28 66 Whitman 50 A Holmes 35 Johnson 8 
Nov. 30 61 Portland 87 A Holmes, Johnson 16 Holmes 9 
Dec. 4 77 Seattle 71 A Holmes 30 Holmes 13 
Dec. 8 64 St. Martin's 72 H Orange 14 Orange 9 
Dec. 10 62 Gonzaga 49 H Orange 14 Orange, Johnson 8 
Dec. 21 73 Pacific Lutheran 63 A Orange 14 Johnson 9 
Dec. 28 87 Redlands 43 L Orange 16 Taylor, Bryant 7 
Dec. 29 69 Oregon Tech 64 L Carter 22 Carter 14 
Jan. 4 77 George Fox 68 H Miller 24 Johnson 10 
Jan. 5 102 St. Martin's 77 A Orange 18 Orange 12 
Jan. 11 99 Lewis-Clark State 74 A Giles 20 Carter 9 
Jan. 12 68 Eastern Washington* 70 A Orange, Miller 22 Orange 7 
Jan. 16 58 Hawaii-Hilo 67 A Orange 13 Johnson 7 
Jan. 17 70 Hawaii-Hilo 66 A Miller 15 Orange 15 
Jan. 19 76 Chaminade 74 A Miller 16 Orange 10 
Jan. 23 66 Puget Sound (ot)* 60 A Johnson 21 Orange 10 
Jan. 25 95 Western Washington* 69 H Miller 29 Orange 8 
Jan. 26 93 Simon Fraser 70 H Johnson, Orange 22 Johnson 10 
Jan. 29 81 Seattle Pacific* 62 H Orange 21 Orange 9 
Feb. 1 80 Lewis-Clark State 69 H Johnson 30 Orange 11 
Feb. 2 65 Eastern Washington* 59 H Orange 22 Johnson, Orange 6 
Feb. 8 77 Alaska-Fairbanks 57 H Miller, Adams, Orange 12 Carter 9 
Feb. 9 75 Alaska-Fairbanks 60 H Adams 12 Johnson 10 
Feb. 12 62 Puget Sound (2ot)* 64 H Orange 19 Johnson 9 
Feb. 15 90 Seattle Pacific* 77 A Miller 16 Orange 8 
Feb. 16 95 Simon Fraser 83 A Johnson 21 Orange, Taylor 5 
Feb. 23 83 Western Washington* 66 A Orange 27 Johnson 8 
Feb. 28 79 Whitworth** 48 H Orange 15 Johnson, Giles 5 
Mar. 1 76 Western Washington** 68 H Orange 26 Orange 13 
Mar. 3 78 Eastern Washington** 67 H Johnson, Holmes 15 Orange, Carter 5 
Mar. 10 89 Morehead State+ 73 K Johnson, Orange 16 Orange 6 
Mar. 12 66 Biola+ 64 K Johnson 21 Johnson 6 
Mar. 13 61 Wisconson-Eau Claire (ot)+ 68 K Orange 16 Orange 5 
 
1980-81 (21-12)   Scoring Rebounding 
Dec. 1 69 Portland 80 A Pudists 14 Long 10 
Dec., 5 74 Western Montana 56 H Pudists 14 Harper 10 
Dec. 6 61 Pacific Lutheran 58 A Pudists 16 Harper 13 
Dec. 13 79 Montana State 100 A Harper 14 Harper 7 
Dec. 17 72  St. Martin's 53 A Long 19 Taylor 9 
Dec. 22 60 Whitworth 47 A Long 17 Taylor 9 
Dec. 23 58 Gonzaga 74 A Taylor 21 Taylor 8 
Dec. 29 82 Seattle 70 T Taylor 19 Pudists 13 
DEc. 30 72 Puget Sound 66 A Harper 20 Taylor 9 
Jan. 7 62 Seattle 68 A Pudists 20 Pudists 14 
Jan. 10 79 Grace  65 H Taylor 24 Pudists 7 
Jan. 15 91 Lewis-Clark State 70 H Taylor 28 Pudists 12 
Jan. 17 55 Eastern Washington 76 H Taylor 18 Pudists 11 
Jan. 20 88 Seattle Pacific 75 A Harper 20 Dade 11 
Jan. 23 78 Western Washington 52 H Harper 13 Dade 9 
Jan. 24 84 Simon Fraser 79 H Carter 16 Adams 6 
Jan. 27 57 Puget Sound 76 H Harper 12 Collins 5 
Jan. 29 72 Whitman 53 H Harper 22 Harper 9 
Jan. 30 59 Lewis-Clark State 75 A Adams 16 Harper 10 
Jan. 31 74 Eastern Washington 76 A Harper 20 Harper 9 
Feb. 3 59 Pacific Lutheran 60 H Barney 12 Dade 9 
Feb. 6 65 Simon Fraser 67 A Carter 14  Harper 7 
Feb. 7 66 Western Washington 59 A Harper 16 Harper 8 
Feb. 11 74 Hawaii-Hilo 60 H Taylor 13 Harper 10 
Feb. 12 87 Hawaii-Hilo 64 H Pudists 17 Harper 12 
Feb. 14 65 Puget Sound 88 A Harper 12 Harper 9 
Feb. 17 76 Seattle Pacific 67 H Harper 19 Barney, Harper, Pudists 8 
Feb. 20 48 St. Martin's 49 H Taylor 22 Taylor 9 
Feb. 21 98 Seattle 60 H Dade, Barney 14 Ninnis, Dade, Taylor 9 
Feb. 26 67 Simon Fraser (ot) 66 A Taylor 13 Harper 14 
Feb. 28 49 St. Martin's 48 H Harper 12 Harper 7 
Mar. 2 58 St. Martin's 51 A Harper 21 Harper 9 
Mar. 10 42 Biola 57 K Taylor 18 Taylor9 
 
1981-82 (22-7)   Scoring Rebounding 
Nov. 24 84 Western Montana 62 H Harper 16 Daniels 7 
Nov. 28 93 Trinity Western 65 W Williams 18 Daniels 13 
Nov. 30 67 Portland  75 A Williams 22 Harper 14 
Dec. 3 75 Seattle 54 H Williams 14   Harper 11 
Dec. 5 74 Pacific Lutheran 63 H Williams 17 Daniels 19 
Dec. 12 71 Puget Sound 66 A Daniels 20 Harper 8 
Dec. 18 76 Simon Fraser 74 A Williams 20 Tri 11 
Dec. 19 63 Pacific Lutheran 80 A Harper 18 Daniels, Harper, Holtmann, Bardwell 5 
Dec. 21 62 Whitworth 58 Y Harper 22 Harper 10 
Dec. 29 77 Cal Poly Pamona 67 T Williams 17 Daniels 18 
Dec. 30 57 Puget Sound 72 A Williams 16 Pudists 10 
Jan. 9 66 St. Martin's 57 H Williams 18 Daniels 10 
Jan. 12 93 Seattle Pacific 83 H Pudists 26 Harper 12 
Jan. 14 72 Lewis-Clark State 49 H Williams 27 Harper 9 
Jan. 16 60 Eastern Washington 74 A Daniels 14 Harper, Daniels 9 
Jan. 22 59 Western Washington 60 A Williams 14 Pudists 11 
Jan. 26 79 Seattle 58 A Wiliams 22 Williams 7 
Jan. 29 75  Eastern Washington 70 H Williams 23 Harper 7 
Jan. 30 69 Lewis-Clark State 53 A Williams 17 Pudists 9 
Feb. 2 72 Seattle Pacific 82 A Pudists 17 Pudists 9 
Feb. 5 97 Simon Fraser 68 H Williams 22 Pudists, Harper 9 
Feb. 6 69 Western Washington 58 H Williams 21 Pudists 10 
Feb. 9 92 Whitman 76 A Williams 24 Tri 6 
Feb. 13 69 St. Martin's 64 A Williams 18 Haprer 9 
Feb. 20 93 Puget Sound 73 H Williams 19 Daniels 13 
Feb. 27 69 Western Washington ** 53 H Williams 23 Pudists 7 
Mar. 2 77 Whitworth ** 67 H Williams 20 Harper 9 
Mar. 9 74 Cumberland + 65 K Pudists 20 Pudists, Daniels 11 
Mar. 10 49 Hampton Institute + 63 K Tri 14 Pudists 6 
    
1982-83 (7-23, 5-9)   Scoring Rebounding 
Nov. 26 48 Montana 74 A Pike 14 Bardwell 6 
Nov. 27 77 Western Montana 67 A Bunton 19 Bunton 8 
Dec. 2 78 St. Martin's* 67 H Bunton 19 Bunton 10 
Dec. 4 100 Lewis-Clark State* 59 H Harris 19 Bunton 10 
Dec. 9 61 Portland 66 V Kennedy 17 Bunton, Pike 5 
Dec. 11 71 Whitworth* (f) 53 A Harris 19 Harris 11 
Dec. 16 85 Occidental (f) 54 M Harris 22 Bunton 10 
Dec. 29 73 St. Martin's (f) 70 B Harris 21 Kennedy 7 
Dec. 30 98 Warner Pacific 75 B Harris 26 Pike 10 
Jan. 8 60 Eastern Washington (f) 57 H Williams 15 Pike, Williams 7 
Jan. 10 76 Puget Sound (f) 71 H Bunton 16 Williams 8 
Jan. 14 65 Western Washington*(f) 55 A Bunton 11 Harris 10 
Jan. 15 88 Seattle*(f) 68 H Harris 22 Daniels 8 
Jan. 18 75 Whitworth*(f) 70 H Harris 17 Bunton 9 
Jan. 22 56 Simon Fraser*(f) 48 H Harris 24 Harris 8 
Jan. 26 108 Lewis-Clark State*(f) 78 A Harris 29 Pike 4 
Jan. 29 89 Seattle Pacific 86 A Harris 28 Harris 7 
Feb. 1 89 Pacific Lutheran*(f) 61 A Harris 19 Harris, Williams 5 
Feb. 4 105 Western Washington* 79 H Harris 27 Daniels 11 
Feb. 5 73 Eastern Washington 81 A Harris 30 Daniels 9 
Feb. 12 123 Seattle*(f) 88 A Harris 27 Bunton 11 
Feb. 15 98 Whitman* 63 H Harris 29 Pike 13 
Feb. 17 71 Puget Sound(f) 57 A Harris 22 Pike 8 
Feb. 19 78 Simon Fraser* 62 A Harris 24 Pike 11 
Feb. 23 69 Seattle Pacific(f) 66 H Bunton 18 Holtmann 5 
Feb. 26 63 St. Martin's*(f) 59 A Pike 15 Pike 10 
Mar. 3 96 Seattle**(f) 77 H Holtmann 17 Pike, Harris 10 
Mar. 5 86 St. Martin's**(f) 73 A Pike 20 Pike 9 
Mar. 7 68 St.Martin's** 70 H Kennedy, Bunton 17 Pike 9 
Mar. 8 68 St. Martin's**(f) 63 H Bunton, Williams 16 Williams 7 
  
1983-84 (23-10, 12-2)   Scoring Rebounding 
Nov. 18 95 St. Martin's 74 U Jordon 23 Wright 9 
Nov. 19 85 Seattle Pacific 77 A Jordon 18 Wright 8 
Nov. 28 54 Gonzaga 86 A Jordon 16 Bunton 9 
Dec. 1 99 Cal-State-LA 65 H Pike 21 Bunton 9 
Dec. 3 59 Pacific Lutheran* 48 H Bunton 17 Pike, Bunton 6 
Dec. 12 77 Lewis-Clark State* 82 A Bunton, Wright 16 Pike 10 
Dec. 22 59 Whitman* 54 A Pike 13 Boesel 8 
Dec. 29 60 Cal Poly - SLO (2ot) 61 T Pike 13 Pike 15 
Dec. 30 69 Cal State - Sonoma 57 T Thompson 18 Pike 9 
Jan. 7 58 Montana 71 A Bunton 14 Bunton 10 
Jan. 10 62 Portland (ot) 65 A Bunton 18 Bunton 5 
Jan. 13 101 Simon Fraser* 60 H Bunton 22 Wright 9 
Jan. 14 65 Western Washington* 53 H Bunton 25 Pike 12 
Jan. 17 78 Whitworth* 67 H Bunton 28 vanderSchaaf 9 
Jan. 18 57 Puget Sound 74 A Jordon 11 Wright 6 
Jan. 21 78 St. Martin's (ot) 77 A Bunton 24 Bunton 7 
Jan. 25 64 Seattle Pacific 74 H Bunton 15 Bunton 8 
Feb. 3 60 Whitworth* (ot) 58 A Jordon 17 Jordon 5 
Feb. 4 66 Western Washington* 67 A Jordon 14 Wright 6 
Feb. 7 91 Simon Fraser* 68 A Wright 19 vanderSchaaf 7 
Feb. 9 108 Lewis-Clark State* 69 H Pike 21 Wright 9 
Feb. 11 62 Puget Sound 73 H Bunton 23 Pike 9 
Feb. 14 95 Seattle Pacific 76 A Bunton 23 Wright 12 
Feb. 21 59 Pacific Lutheran* 56 A Pike 13 Pike 6 
Feb. 21 66 Eastern Washington 58 A Bunton 23 Pike 7 
Feb. 24 122 St. Martin's*  66 H Bunton 20 Pike 9 
Feb. 25 84 Seattle* 73 A Bunton 27 Pike 15 
Feb. 27 70 Western Wash++(ot) 69 A Jordon 17 Pike 6 
Mar. 1 69 Lewis-Clark State 56 H vanderSchaaf 13 Pike 6 
Mar. 3 58 Pacific Lutheran 54 A Jordon, Radliff 15 Pike 5 
Mar. 5 82 Pacific Lutheran 74 H Bunton 31 Pike 7 
Mar. 14 75 Carson-Newman+ 74 K Bunton 26 Wright 12 
Mar. 16 59 St. Thomas Aquinas+ 74 K Pike 17 Pike 12 
 
1984-85 (25-11, 12-2)   Scoring Rebounding 
Nov. 17 63 Victoria(ot) 71 A Wright 14 Wright 13 
Nov. 27 66 Warner Pacific 71 H Shannon 17 Wright 11 
Nov. 30 61 Gonzaga 69 A Wright 19 vanderSchaaf 5 
Dec. 5 62 Puget Sound 55 H vanderSchaaf 19 vanderSchaaf 13 
Dec. 7 63 Victoria 56 U Wright 14 Wright 14 
Dec. 8 74 Northwest Nazarene 76 U vanderSchaaf 21 vanderSchaaf 7 
Dec. 15 70 Pacific Lutheran* 83 A vander Schaaf 18 vanderSchaaf 8 
Dec. 17 99 Whitman* 73 Y Tanner 14 Shannon 11 
Dec. 28 53 Cal Poly SLO 58 T Tanner 16 vanderSchaaf 11 
Dec. 29 89 Cal-Davis 70 T Tanner 21 Tanner 15 
Jan. 5 69 Pacific Lutheran* 59 H Tanner 16 Taylor 9 
Jan. 7 71 St. Martin's* 46 H Tanner 17 Taylor 14 
Jan. 12 107 Seattle Pacific 97 A Tanner 21 Tanner, Boesel 7 
Jan. 18 68 Simon Fraser* 57 A Dixon 18 Tanner, vanderSchaaf 6 
Jan. 19 57 Western Wash*(ot) 62 A Dixon 18 vanderSchaaf 9 
Jan. 22 71 Whitworth* 68 H Tanner 16 Boesel 7 
Jan. 30 88 Lewis-Clark St.* 70 A Tanner 21 Taylor 7 
Feb. 2 74 Seattle* 71 H Dixon 16 vanderSchaaf 10 
Feb. 6 94 Seattle Pacific 84 H Tanner 19 vanderSchaaf 7 
Feb. 9 64 Puget Sound 58 A Tanner 28 vanderSchaaf 7 
Feb. 12 103 Lewis-Clark State* 61 H vanderSchaaf 19 Tanner 11 
Feb. 14 65 Portland 83 A Tanner 18 Taylor 6 
Feb. 15 70 St.Martin's* 55 A Tanner 17 Tanner, vanderSchaaf 8 
Feb. 19 80 Whitworth* 68 A Tanner 20 Wright 9 
Feb. 21 104 Simon Fraser* 66 H Boesel, Shannon 17 Tanner 8 
Feb. 23 66 Western Washington* 64 H Taylor 16 Taylor 19 
Feb. 25 94 Western Oregon++ 72 H Taylor 17 Dixon, Boesel, Dorsey, vanderSchaaf 5 
Feb. 26 77 Eastern Washington 90 A Dixon, vanderSchaaf 14 vanderSchaaf 8 
Feb. 28 87 Pacific Lutheran** 66 H Tanner 22 Tanner 9 
Mar. 4 74 Seattle** 65 H Tanner 22 Tanner 9 
Mar. 6 90 Seattle** 75 A Jordon 22 vanderSchaaf 9 
Mar. 13 82 Hawaii Pacific+ 79 K Tanner 20 Taylor 7 
Mar. 15 58 Minnesota-Duluth+ 57 K Tanner 15 Tanner, Taylor 7 
Mar. 16 64 West. Virg. Wesleyen+ 63 K Tanner 21 Jordon, Tanner 7 
Mar. 18 64 Fort Hayes State+ 65 K Jordon 16 Boesel 6 
Mar. 19 94 Marycrest+ 108 K vanderSchaaf 25 vanderSchaaf 11 
  
1985-86 (27-6, 12-2)   Scoring Rebounding 
Nov. 12 77 Victoria 66 H Harris 19 Taylor, Pettersen, vanderSchaaf 8 
Nov. 22 82 George Fox 80 U vanderSchaaf 21 Taylor 10 
Nov. 23 75 Seattle Pacific 72 A Harris 22 Taylor 13 
Nov. 29 64 Gonzaga 63 A Taylor 16 vanderSchaaf 11 
Dec. 4 77 Whitman* 78 H Harris 16 Harris 10 
Dec. 10 68 Lewis-Clark State* 67 H Taylor 22 vanderSchaaf 10 
Dec. 14 75 Pacific Lutheran* 73 A Burge 21 vanderSchaaf 9 
Dec. 18 74    College of Idaho 78 H Taylor 28 Taylor 13 
Dec. 27 79 George Fox 75 O vanderSchaaf 22 Pettersen 8 
Dec. 28 78 Warner Pacific  66 A Harris 17 vanderSchaaf 10 
Jan. 8 74 College of Idaho 78 A Harris 25 Harris 11 
Jan. 9 85 Northwest Nazarene 99 A vanderSchaaf 20 vanderSchaaf 11 
Jan. 11 96 Whitman(3ot) 95 A Taylor 18 Harris 9 
Jan. 14 74 Puget Sound 59 H vanderSchaaf 18 Taylor 8 
Jan. 17 69 St. Martin's* 55 H Harris 18 vanderSchaaf 8 
Jan. 18 63 Western Washington* 59 H vanderSchaaf 12 Taylor 9 
Jan. 22 55 Whiworth*(f) 57 A Taylor 22 vanderSchaaf 8 
Jan. 28 101 Seattle* 68 H Harris 20 vanderSchaaf 13 
Feb. 1 68 St. Martin's* 57 A vanderSchaaf 21 vanderSchaaf 7 
Feb. 4 82 Pacific Lutheran* 60 H Taylor 15 Dorsey, Taylor, vanderSchaaf, Petterson 7 
Feb. 6 77 Seattle Pacific 76 H vanderSchaaf 23 vanderSchaaf 11 
Feb. 8 65 Lewis-Clark State* 69 A vanderSchaaf 18 Pettersen 12 
Feb. 12 65 Puget Sound 62 A vanderSchaaf, Taylor 14 Taylor 12 
Feb. 15 82 Western Washington* 70 A Durden 20 vanderSchaaf 7 
Feb. 19 81 Whitworth* 69 H Durden 16 vanderSchaaf 10 
Feb. 20 74 Seattle* 52 A vanderSchaaf 21 vanderSchaaf 12 
Feb. 25 66 Eastern Washington 81 A vanderSchaaf 30 Taylor 11 
Feb. 27 91 Lewis-Clark State** 73 H vanderSchaaf 28 vanderSchaaf 9 
Mar. 3 74 Whitman** 62 A Taylor 17 vanderSchaaf 9 
Mar. 5 107 Whitman** 82 H Taylor 29 Taylor 9 
Mar. 13 86 Findlay+ 82 K vanderSchaaf 22 Durden, Taylor, vanderSchaaf 8 
Mar. 14 59 Birmingham Southern+ 56 K Harris 20 Taylor 8 
Mar. 15 64 David Lipscomb+ 80 K vanderSchaaf 17 vanderSchaaf 7 
 
1986-87 (32-9, 13-3)   Scoring Rebounding 
Dec. 3 94 Alaska Southeast* 81 H vanderSchaaf 28 vanderSchaaf 11 
Dec. 5 95 Sheldon Jackson 55 H vanderSchaaf 16 vanderSchaaf 11 
Dec. 6 77 St. Martin's* 55 H vanderSchaaf 26 Pettersen 12 
Dec. 12 76 Northwest Nazerene 71 D vanderSchaaf 26 vanderSchaaf 14 
Dec. 13 84 Whitworth 80 A vanderSchaaf 31  vanderSchaaf 12 
Dec. 16 77 Lewis-Clark State* 65 A vanderSchaaf 16 Pettersen 11 
Dec. 19 94 College of Idaho 80 O vanderSchaaf 16 Taylor 9 
Dec. 20 87 Warner Pacific 71 A vanderSchaaf 20 vanderSchaaf 13 
Dec. 23 66 Montana 91 A Harris 14 Pettersen 9 
Dec. 29 67 UC - Riverside 77 T Taylor 14 vanderSchaaf 8 
Dec. 30 68 Puget Sound 79 A Taylor 21 Taylor 11 
Jan. 6 70 Pacific Lutheran 53 H vanderSchaaf 19 vanderSchaaf 13 
Jan. 10 90 Seattle* 73 A Brown 19 vanderSchaaf 8 
Jan. 13 95 Seattle Pacific 85 H Harris 26 Pettersen, Taylor 7 
Jan. 16 73 Simon Fraser* 77 A Brown 19 Harris 6 
Jan. 17 87 Western Washington* 75 A vanderSchaaf 28 vanderSchaaf 9 
Jan. 20 67 Puget Sound 62 H vanderSchaaf 17 Biwer 9 
Jan. 22 75 Whitworth* 58 A vanderSchaaf 21 Pettersen 11 
Jan. 23 72 Seattle* 68 H Dorsey 12 Pettersen 11 
Jan. 28 85 Whitman 65 H Biwer 12 vanderSchaaf, Taylor 5 
Jan. 30 82 West. Washington(OT)* 79 H Taylor 23 vanderSchaaf 15 
Jan. 31 75 Seattle Pacific 70 A Leary 17 Biwer, Taylor 7 
Feb. 2 57 Eastern Washington 55 A vanderSchaaf 20 vanderSchaaf 9 
Feb. 4 88 Lewis-Clark State* 75 H Biwer 17 Biwer, Taylor 7 
Feb. 6 82 Pacific Lutheran 65 A vanderSchaaf 17 Biwer 10 
Feb. 7 67 Puget Sound 70 A vanderSchaaf 21 Taylor 11 
Feb. 10 98 Simon Fraser*(f) 64 H Taylor 22 vanderSchaaf 13 
Feb. 11 72 Whitman 67 A vanderSchaaf 23 vanderSchaaf 14 
Feb. 14 105 Sheldon Jackson* 52 A Brown 25 Pettersen 7 
Feb. 16 94 Alaska Southeast* 80 A Taylor 14 Biwer, vanderSchaaf 5 
Feb. 18 88 Whitworth* (f) 66 H Taylor 20 Durden 6 
Feb. 21 76 St. Martin's* 49 A Harris 12 vanderSchaaf, Taylor 6 
Feb. 26 108 Alaska Southeast** 66 H vanderSchaaf 20 Taylor 13 
Feb. 28 88 Western Washington** 75 H vanderSchaaf 19 Pettersen 11 
Mar. 3 66 Western Washington** 77 A vanderSchaaf 20 vanderSchaaf 8 
Mar. 5 81 Western Washington** 65 H Taylor 21 Taylor 9 
Mar. 11 86 Atlantic Christian+ 82 K vanderSchaaf, Taylor 22 Taylor 10 
Mar. 13 84 St. Thomas Aquinas+ 83 K vanderSchaaf 23 vamderSchaaf 11 
Mar. 14 92 Hawaii - Hilo+ 75 K Pettersen 18 Pettersen, Taylor 9 
Mar. 16 63 Washburn+ 65 K vanderSchaaf, Taylor 19 vanderSchaaf, Taylor 9 
Mar. 17 79 Georgetown, KY+ 69 K vanderSchaaf 21 Biwer, vanderSchaaf 5 
 
1987-88 (23-11, 14-4)   Scoring Rebounding 
Nov. 30 94 Alaska Southeast* 96 H Jones 33 Haskins 11 
Dec. 5 84 Seattle Pacific 74 A Jones 21 Thompson 8 
Dec. 10 60 Eastern Washington 81 A Brown, Evenson 10 Dorsey 6 
Dec. 12 76 Puget Sound 87 A Jones 12 Dorsey 6 
Dec. 15 84 Northwest Nazarene 59 H Aaron 16 Jones, Biwer 8 
Dec. 19 98 Western Baptist 71 L Aaron 32 Aaron 13 
Dec. 20 54 Oregon Tech 66 A Thompson, Aaron 10 Thompson, Aaron 6 
Dec. 29 86 Chapman (ot) 84 T 3 with 12 Evenson 9 
Dec. 30 75 Puget Sound 84 A Aaron 22 Aaron 7 
Jan. 2 62 Montana 68 A Aaron 14 Aaron 8 
Jan. 4 86 Whitworth* 74 A Aaron 20 Aaron 13 
Jan. 7 103 Lewis-Clark State* 68 H Thompson 20 Dorsey 7 
Jan. 9 106 Sheldon Jackson* 71 H Aaron 23 Thompson 8 
Jan. 13 73 Pacific Lutheran 58 A Haskins 17 Thompson 6 
Jan. 15 102 Simon Fraser* 79 H Aaron 29 Aaron 13 
Jan. 16 82 Western Wash. (ot)* 78 H Aaron 19 Evenson 10 
Jan. 19 77 Lewis-Clark State* 68 A Evenson 19 Gerig 9 
Jan. 21 71 Seattle* 75 A Haskins 18 Thompson 8 
Jan. 23 109 Whitworth* 65 H Aaron 25 Biwer 9 
Jan. 26 135 Northwest* 71 A Aaron 26 Evenson 10 
Jan. 30 93 St. Martin's* 59 H Aaron 27 Thompson 8 
Feb. 2 70 Pacific Lutheran 48 H Aaron 16 Biwer 13 
Feb. 5 74 Simon Fraser* 77 A Haskins 14 Biwer 9 
Feb. 6 80 Western Washington* 83 A Aaron 25 Aaron 13 
Feb. 9 97 Northwest* 58 H Haskins 14 Aaron, Durham 8 
Feb. 13 90 Seattle* 70 H Aaron 25 Aaron, Haskins 8 
Feb. 15 79 Puget Sound 71 H Aaron 36 Biwer 9 
Feb. 20 107 Sheldon Jackson* 73 A Aaron 30 Evenson 11 
Feb. 21 92 Alaska Southeast* 79 A Aaron 29 Aaron 13 
Feb. 25 76 St. Martin's* 70 A Aaron 31 Biwer 10 
Mar. 1 103 Lewis-Clark State** 78 H Aaron 24 Aaron 10 
Mar. 5 75 Western Washington** 78 A Aaron 37 Aaron, Biwer 11 
Mar. 7 72 Western Washington** 51 H Aaron 32 Haskins 10 
Mar. 9 84 Western Washington** 95 A Evenson 21 Haskins 11 
 
1988-89 (32-10, 12-4)   Scoring Rebounding 
Nov. 12 83 Seattle 73 I Aaron, Biwer 20 Aaron 10 
Nov. 21 75 BYU-Hawaii 78 A Aaron, Kenney 19 Haskins 9 
Nov. 22 92 Hawaii Pacific 75 A Aaron 20 Beard 14 
Nov. 25 61 Wisconson-Eau Claire 77 G Biwer 17 Biwer 9 
Nov. 26 81 Carleton, Minn. 68 G Aaron 26 Biwer 9 
Nov. 29 82 Pacific Lutheran 64 A Aaron 24 Biwer 13 
Dec. 3 68 St. Martin's* 65 H Aaron 17 Biwer 13 
Dec. 5 72 Whitman 89 A Aaron 16 Evenson 8 
Dec. 9 79 Alaska Southeast* 68 H Aaron 20 Beard 13 
Dec. 10 74 Lewis-Clark State* 80 A Aaron 19 Biwer 9 
Dec. 16 90 Western Oregon 77 O Aaron 26 Aaron 9 
Dec. 17 65 Warner Pacific 51 A Aaron 24 Biwer 10 
Dec. 29 61 CS - Dominguez Hills 52 T Aaron 13 White 8 
Dec. 30 76 Puget Sound 61 A Aaron 29 Biwer, Evenson 8 
Jan. 7 67 Western Washington* 64 A Aaron 18 Beard, Haskins 13 
Jan. 10 86 Sheldon Jackson* 49 H Aaron 19 Beard 8 
Jan. 12 77 Puget Sound 64 H Aaron 25 Biwer 9 
Jan. 14 67 Lewis-Clark State* 74 H Aaron 29 Biwer 11 
Jan. 17 75 Whitworth 73 A Kenney 13 Haskins 9 
Jan. 20 64 Simon Fraser* 56 H Aaron 16 Biwer 6 
Jan. 21 73 St. Martin's* 47 A Aaron 18 Biwer 10 
Jan. 24 85 Pacific Lutheran 59 H Aaron 23 Berig 6 
Jan. 26 120 Northwest* 44 H Beard, Kenney 16 Biwer 12 
Jan. 28 62 Seattle* 54 A Evenson 13 Beard 8 
Jan. 30 80 Whitworth 67 H Evenson 17 Biwer 9 
Jan. 31 93 Seattle Pacific 76 H Evenson, White 18 Beard 6 
Feb. 7 77 Puget Sound (ot) 82 A Haskins 21 Biwer 7 
Feb. 11 66 Western Washington* 69 H White 23 Biwer 11 
Feb. 13 59 Simon Fraser* 71 A Haskins 18 Biwer 9 
Feb. 15 92 Seattle* 71 H White 19 White 13 
Feb. 17 88 Whitman 58 H Aaron 18 Biwer 11 
Feb. 20 114 Northwest* 43 A Haskins 18 Biwer 10 
Feb. 24 97 Alaska Southeast* 80 A Aaron 19 Aaron, Biwer 11 
Feb. 25 122 Sheldon Jackson* 78 A Aaron 21 Biwer 12 
Mar. 2 111 Lewis-Clark State** 84 H Aaron, White 20 Biwer 9 
Mar. 4 91 Western Washington** 75 A Aaron 27 Aaron 10 
Mar. 6 83 Western Washington** 92 H Toole 24 Aaron 10 
Mar. 8 73 Western Washington (ot)** 67 A Aaron 34 Beard 12 
Mar. 15 86 Georgia College+ 79 K Aaron 27 Four with 6 
Mar. 16 66 Charleston, SC+ 55 K Aaron 24 Biwer 16 
Mar. 17 87 Wheeling Jesuit+ 78 K Aaron 34 Biwer 13 
Mar. 18 58 St. Mary's (Tex)+ 60 K Aaron 19 Beard 9 
 
1989-90 (31-5, 16-2)   Scoring Rebounding 
Nov. 3 86 St. Martin's 80 I Eckert, Toole 15 Jones 9 
Nov. 4 74 Victoria 77 A Jones 28 Jones 10 
Nov. 17 90 Whitman 75 H Ramey 22 Britt 10 
Nov. 29 72 Eastern Washington 83 A Kenney 17 Jones, Pijpker 8 
Dec. 2 103 St. Martin's* 61 H Jones 18 Pijpker 14 
Dec. 9 67 Simon Fraser* 69 A Kenney 22 Pepper, Pijpker 4 
Dec. 13 66 Lewis-Clark State* 63 A Jones 19 Britt, Jones 9 
Dec. 15 68 Albertson's 66 A Jones 13 Jones, Ramey, Pijpker 7 
Dec. 16 66 Oregon Tech 55 J Toole 21 Ramey 9 
Dec. 29 101 Western Baptist 82 T Ramey 27 Ramey 10 
Dec. 30 79 Puget Sound 75 A Kenney 26 Ramey 9 
Jan. 5 79 Whitworth 66 H Jones 14 Ramey 8 
Jan. 6 91 St. Martin's* 71 A Jones 20 Ramey 8 
Jan. 11 87 Sheldon Jackson* 49 H Ramey 15 Sparling 7 
Jan. 13 70 Western Washington* 79 H Toole 19 Jones 12 
Jan. 16 73 Whitworth 63 A Jones 14 Britt, Jones 8 
Jan. 18 66 Puget Sound* 61 A Ramey 24 Britt 7 
Jan. 20 114 Alaska Southeast* 64 H Eckert 28 Pepper 8 
Jan. 24 85 Simon Fraser* 65 H Ramey 27 Ramey 9 
Jan. 26 97 Lewis-Clark State* 62 H Ramey 19 Britt, Jones 7 
Jan. 31 89 Seattle* 79 H Kenney 22 Ramey 7 
Feb. 3 68 Puget Sound* 52 H Kenney 18 Jones 9 
Feb. 6 77 Seattle Pacific 73 A Pepper 21 Jones, Pepper, Pijpker 7 
Feb. 13 78 Whitman 60 A Pepper 25 Pepper 8 
Feb. 16 101 Alaska Pacific* 65 H Kenney 20 Jones 10 
Feb. 17 93 Seattle* 69 A Jones 23 Britt 14 
Feb. 20 89 Western Washington* 75 A Jones 19 Britt, Jones 6 
Feb. 22 82 Sheldon Jackson* 67 A Kenney 28 Britt 10 
Feb. 23 114 Alaska Southeast* 78 A Kenney 27 Britt 16 
Feb. 24 72 Alaska Pacific* 59 A Jones 16 Jones 8 
Mar. 1 65 Whitworth** 46 H Jones 14 Pepper 9 
Mar. 3 86 Western Washington** 64 H Toole 26 Pepper 7 
Mar. 5 83 Western Washington** 66 A Jones 20 Jones 9 
Mar. 13 69 Northern State+ 45 K Toole 14 Jones, Pepper 9 
Mar. 15 92 Alderson-Broaddus+ 81 K Toole 22 Jones 13 
Mar. 16 57 Wisconsin-Eau Claire+ 84 K Toole 19 Sparling 7 
  
1990-91 (14-14)   Scoring Rebounding 
Oct. 27 86 Victoria 99 A Pepper 22 Pedersen, Pijpker, Sparling 5 
Nov. 15 80 Montana Tech 85 A Pepper 20 Pedersen 9 
Nov. 16 77 Carroll 92 A Pepper, Pijpker 17 Pijpker, Sparling 8 
Nov. 17 72 Western Montana 93 Q Pedersen, Pijpker 15 Pedersen 12 
Nov. 27 87 Seattle 93 A Pepper 25 Pepper, Foster 8 
Dec. 8 83 Simon Fraser 66 H Pepper 27 Sparling 12 
Dec. 15 92 Pacific Lutheran (2ot) 97 A Pepper 23 Britt 13 
Dec. 18 85 Albertson's 89 L Pepper 20 Pijpker 9 
Dec. 19 90 Southern Oregon 92 L Link 16 Britt, Pepper, Pijpker 8 
Dec. 20 114 Oregon Tech (3ot) 110 A Eckert 20 Britt 20 
Dec. 28 90 Western Washington 81 T Link, Eckert 17 Britt 11 
Dec. 29 62 Puget Sound 71 A Sparling 17 Britt 10 
Jan. 3 107 Seattle 73 H Eckert 19 Britt 10 
Jan. 5 56 St. Martin's 46 H Foster 12 Sparling 9 
Jan. 7 67 Seattle Pacific 74 A Sparling 13 Britt 12 
Jan. 10 66 Puget Sound 56 H Calhoun 12 Britt 9 
Jan. 12 90 Sheldon Jackson 72 H Calhoun, Foster 19 Foster 10 
Jan. 15 72 Whitworth 79 A Foster 19 Pepper 9 
Jan. 19 99 Western Washington 90 A             Pepper 24 Pepper 12 
Jan. 24 100 Lewis-Clark State 89 A Pepper 23 Britt 7 
Jan. 26 70 St. Martin's 75 A Pepper, Shinnick 16 Foster 15  
Feb. 2 107 Western Washington (ot) 96 H Pepper 25 Britt, Foster 8 
Feb. 5 91 Simon Fraser 83 A Britt 16 Britt 9 
Feb. 7 75 Puget Sound 76 A Sparling 16 Pepper 6 
Feb. 9 86 Lewis-Clark State (ot) 92 H Britt 35 Britt 16 
Feb. 12 80 Seattle Pacific 69 H Pepper, Foster, Britt 14 Sparling 9 
Feb. 16 93 Sheldon Jackson 84 A Pepper, Foster 20 Britt, Pijpker 8 
Feb. 22 103 Whitworth 91 H Pepper 22 Shinnick 10 
 
1991-92 (19-13, 9-5)   Scoring Rebounding 
Nov. 8 87 Western Montana 72 Q McCullough 23 Pijpker 11 
Nov. 9 74 Carroll 56 A Rockwood 15 McCullough, Pijpker 9 
Nov. 11 73 Montana Tech 74 A Pijpker 27 Pijpker 9 
Nov. 15 106 Malispina 63 H Dolven, James 20 Pijpker 8 
Nov. 16 71 Carroll 72 H Pijpker 23 Pijpker 6 
Nov. 22 91 Whitworth 76 H J. Pepper 24 J. Pepper 7 
Nov. 26 89 Seattle Pacific (ot) 87 H J. Pepper 27 J. Pepper 11 
Nov. 30 94 Simon Fraser* 95 A McCullough 29 McCullough 7 
Dec. 7 76 Seattle* 73 H McCullough 21 McCullough 11 
Dec. 12 65 Whitworth* 59 A J. Pepper 18 Foster 11 
Dec. 14 72 Pacific Lutheran 86 A Foster 19 Dolven 7 
Dec. 19 61 Oregon Tech 85 A McCullough 15 Pedersen 8 
Dec. 20 93 Southern Oregon 85 A Foster 21 Foster 9 
Dec. 21 99 Oregon Tech 88 A Foster 30 McCullough, Foster 6 
Dec. 28 94 Chico State (2ot) 99 A J. Pepper 31 Foster 11 
Dec. 29 96 Whitman (ot) 88 C Foster 30 Foster 10 
Dec. 30 73 Alaska-Fairbanks 77 C Foster 26 Foster 12 
Jan. 4 75 Pacific Lutheran 71 H McCullough 22 Dolven 8 
Jan. 8 72 St. Martin's* 76 H Foster 18 Dolven 8 
Jan. 11 73 Lewis-Clark State* 76  H Foster 13 Britt 12 
Jan. 13 61 Seattle Pacific 65 A Foster 21 Britt, Foster 6 
Jan. 21 102 Sheldon Jackson* 44 H R. Peper, J. Pepper 18 Roberts 9 
Jan. 25 77 Seattle* 74 A Foster 17 Britt 8 
Jan. 31 76 Simon Fraser* 69 H J. Pepper 22 Foster 8 
Feb. 4 72 Puget Sound* 67 H Albrecht 16 Foster, Britt 6 
Feb. 8 84 Western Washington* 62 H Dolven 21 Britt 8 
Feb. 12 75 Puget Sound* 74 A J. Pepper 18 Foster 7 
Feb. 22 73 St. Martin's* 70 A McCullough 15 McCullough 7 
Feb. 26 83 Lewis-Clark State* 96 A R. Pepper 17 Dolven 5 
Feb. 29 63 Western Washington* 64 A Foster 18 Britt 7 
Mar. 2 97 Seattle** 73 H J. Pepper 23 Britt 11 
Mar. 4 69 St. Martin's** 72 A Foster 27 Britt 10 
  
1992-93 (29-7, 10-2)   Scoring Rebounding   
Nov. 13 79 Northwest Nazarene 78 A Pijpker 22 Pijpker 9 
Nov. 14 71 Lewis-Clark State 69 N J. Pepper 17 J. Pepper 9 
Nov. 20 90 Pacific Lutheran 72 H J. Pepper 29 Frank 15 
Nov. 21 76 Whitman 51 H Dolven 22 Frank 8 
Nov. 27 104 Sonoma State 70 U J. Pepper, Dolven, R. Pepper 20 Frank 11 
Nov. 28 75 Cal Baptist 55 U Frank 17 J. Pepper 11 
Dec. 4 82 Northwest Nazarene 68 J J. Pepper 20 Pijpker 10 
Dec. 5 77 Albertson 66 A R. Pepper 22 Pijpker 9 
Dec. 11 87 Whitman 72 A R. Pepper 19 Pijpker 12 
Dec. 12 73 Whitworth 63 A J. Pepper 24 J. Pepper 6 
Dec. 18 85 Puget Sound 71 A Dolven 18 Frank, Richmond 9 
Dec. 19 93 Western Washington 63 T J. Pepper 26 J. Pepper 10 
Dec. 29 113 Southern Oregon 84 L F. Pepper 23 J. Pepper, Pijpker 9 
Dec. 30 59 Willamette 84 L R. Pepper 17 Dolven 7 
Jan. 4 75 Idaho 89 A R. Pepper 22 Richmond 6 
Jan. 5 62 Seattle Pacific 73 A J. Pepper 24 J. Pepper 10 
Jan. 7 81 Grace, Ind. 93 H R. Pepper 20 Dolven 8 
Jan. 9 92 Seattle* 77 H J. Pepper 21 Pijpker, Boyer, R. Pepper 5 
Jan. 14 54 Lewis-Clark State* 60 A Richmond 13 Pijpker, Dolven 8 
Jan. 16 77 Western Washington* 74 H Pijpker 16 Frank, Dolven, Richmond 6 
Jan. 23 76 Simon Fraser* 85 A J. Pepper 17 Frank 13 
Jan. 28 107 St. Martin's* 72 H J. Pepper 25 Frank 12 
Jan. 30 81 Lewis-Clark State* 72 H J. Pepper 25 Pijpker, Richmond 5 
Feb. 2 76 Pacific Lutheran 67 A R. Pepper 21 J. Pepper 14 
Feb. 4 90 Seattle* 51 A J. Pepper, R. Pepper 16 Frank 7 
Feb. 6 76 Sheldon Jackson 53 A J. Pepper 18 Pijpker 14 
Feb. 9 89 Whitworth 64 H R. Pepper 21 Pijpker 11 
Feb. 11 131 Simon Fraser* 87 H J. Pepper 31 Pijpker 7 
Feb. 18 81 St. Martin's* 68 A J. Pepper 25 J. Pepper 11 
Feb. 20 82 Puget Sound* 69 H J. Pepper 21 Pijpker 8 
Feb. 25 69 Puget Sound* 65 A R. Pepper 17 Richmond 6 
Feb. 27 84 Western Washington* 77 A R. Pepper 17 Pijpker 8 
Mar. 6 100 Simon Fraser** 88 H J. Pepper 28 Pijpker 9 
Mar. 9 88 Western Washington** 76 H J. Pepper 31 Pijpker 8 
Mar. 16 78 Central Arkansas+ 66 K Dolven 21 Pijpker 9 
Mar. 18 74 Midwestern State, TX+ 78 K J. Pepper 27 Frank 6 
 
1993-94 (12-17, 6-6)    Scoring Rebounding   
Nov. 12 81 Albertson 89 N Ry. Pepper 21 Thomas 7 
Nov. 13 71 Carroll 72 N Thomas 20 Silver 8 
Nov. 20 72 Whitman 73 A Ry. Pepper 18 Venters 6 
Nov. 29 68 Southern Utah 94 A Silver 14 Venters 8 
Dec. 1 59 Weber State 79 A Ry. Pepper 15 Venters 11 
Dec. 4 82 Northwest Nazarene 93 H Evans, Re. Pepper 14 Re. Pepper 9 
Dec. 11 82 Whitworth 87 A Ry. Pepper 25 Thomas 13 
Dec. 17 80 Western Washington 79 T Ry. Pepper 23 Ry. Pepper 8 
Dec. 18 91 Puget Sound 95 T Ry. Pepper 29 Re. Pepper, Silver 5 
Dec. 21 83 Whitman 62 H Ry. Pepper 20 Lewis, Ry. Pepper, Venters 7 
Dec. 27 93 Central Missouri 78 LV Ry. Pepper 36 Venters 13 
Dec. 28 68 Missouri Western 72 LV Silver 19 Ry. Pepper 9 
Jan. 6 65 Seattle* 85 A Ry. Pepper 15 Thomas 7 
Jan. 8 96 St. Martin's* 69 H Ry. Pepper, Thomas 19 Lewis 8 
Jan. 14 91 BYU-Hawaii 117 A Silver, Ry. Pepper 14 Lewis 9 
Jan. 16 89 Hawaii Pacific 80 A Ry. Pepper 31 Thomas 12 
Jan. 20 81 Simon Fraser* 74 H Silver 24 Thomas 7 
Jan. 22 66 Western Washington* 92 A Ry. Pepper 20 Haggard 7 
Jan. 26 88 Puget Sound (ot)* 92 H Venters 26 Rockwood, Thomas, Venters 6 
Jan. 29 61 Lewis-Clark State* 73 A Ry. Pepper 16 Thomas 10 
Jan. 31 84 Whitworth (ot) 81 H Ry. Pepper 28 Venters 13 
Feb. 3 83 St. Martin's* 66 A Ry. Pepper 31 Ry. Pepper 6 
Feb. 5 77 Western Washington* 87 H Thomas 22 Venters, Thomas 11 
Feb. 12 81 Seattle* 75 H Ry. Pepper 27 Ry. Pepper, Thomas, Venters 6 
Feb. 14 66 Seattle Pacific 59 A Ry. Pepper 16 Callero, Ry. Pepper, Silver 5 
Feb. 17 75 Puget Sound* 59 A Ry. Pepper 32 Silver 11 
Feb. 19 64 Simon Fraser* 72 A Silver 22 Venters 7 
Feb. 26 98 Lewis-Clark State* 68 H Silver 23 Lewis 11 
Mar. 2 65 Seattle** 71 A Ry. Pepper 23 Thomas 11 
 
*District/Region game   
**District/Region playoffs 
+National playoffs 
 ++Conference playoffs 
(f) - forfeited  	  
